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Abstract We introduce a Python-based program that
utilizes the large database of 13C and 15N chemical shifts in
the Biological Magnetic Resonance Bank to rapidly predict
the amino acid type and secondary structure from correlated chemical shifts. The program, called PACSYlite
Unified Query (PLUQ), is designed to help assign peaks
obtained from 2D 13C–13C, 15N–13C, or 3D 15N–13C–13C
magic-angle-spinning correlation spectra. We show secondary-structure specific 2D 13C–13C correlation maps of
all twenty amino acids, constructed from a chemical shift
database of 262,209 residues. The maps reveal interesting
conformation-dependent chemical shift distributions and
facilitate searching of correlation peaks during amino-acid
type assignment. Based on these correlations, PLUQ outputs the most likely amino acid types and the associated
secondary structures from inputs of experimental chemical
shifts. We test the assignment accuracy using four highquality protein structures. Based on only the Ca and Cb
chemical shifts, the highest-ranked PLUQ assignments
were 40–60 % correct in both the amino-acid type and
the secondary structure. For three input chemical shifts
(CO–Ca–Cb or N–Ca–Cb), the first-ranked assignments
were correct for 60 % of the residues, while within the top
three predictions, the correct assignments were found for
80 % of the residues. PLUQ and the chemical shift maps
are expected to be useful at the first stage of sequential
assignment, for combination with automated sequential
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assignment programs, and for highly disordered proteins
for which secondary structure analysis is the main goal of
structure determination.
Keywords Chemical shift correlation  Amino-acid type
assignment  PLUQ  Secondary structure  Protein
resonance assignment

Introduction
Assignment of 13C and 15N chemical shifts is the main
bottleneck in structure determination of extensively labeled
proteins by solid-state NMR (SSNMR) (Hong 2006; Hong
et al. 2012; McDermott 2009). Backbone chemical shifts are
the foundation for obtaining secondary structure information (Shen et al. 2009; Wishart and Sykes 1994; Wishart
et al. 1991), while both backbone and sidechain chemical
shifts are necessary for distance extraction. Recent progress
in ab initio structural modeling methods (Rohl et al. 2004)
has made chemical shift assignment even more important for
small proteins. Now chemical shifts alone, without distance
constraints, can be sufficient for generating high-resolution
structural models (Shen et al. 2008).
Two types of automated assignment programs have been
available in solution NMR for some time. The first deals
with the assignment of nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)
cross peaks after sequence-specific assignment has been
made (Herrmann et al. 2002; Linge et al. 2003; Vranken
et al. 2005), while the second type produces sequential
resonance assignment (Eghbalnia et al. 2005; ZawadzkaKazimierczuk et al. 2012; Zimmerman et al. 1997). The
latter programs require narrow linewidths, which are
available mostly for small proteins in solution. Under
these conditions, automated chemical-shift assignment is
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generally quite successful, with accuracies of *90 %.
However, for larger proteins in solution and most proteins
in the solid state, which have large linewidths, the spectra
are almost always assigned manually. In solid-state NMR,
manual assignment usually begins with amino-acid type
assignment of 2D 13C–13C correlation spectra, followed by
sequential assignment of several 3D 15N–13C–13C correlation spectra. While experienced NMR spectroscopists
generally have a knowledge base of the typical chemical
shifts of each amino acid type, it remains common for
spectroscopists to refer to tabulated amino acid chemical
shifts (Ulrich et al. 2008; Wang and Jardetzky 2002; Ye
et al. 1993) to make the initial amino-acid type assignment.
Such chemical shift tables are inconvenient to use and
provide limited information about the range of chemical
shifts compatible with a given secondary structure. In
principle, the best way to utilize the large knowledge base
of protein 13C and 15N chemical shifts is to plot the
chemical shifts in correlation maps analogous to experimental multidimensional spectra. A large number of
chemical shifts have been deposited into the Biological
Magnetic Resonance Databank (BMRB) (Ulrich et al.
2008), but it has been difficult to access these chemical
shifts in their entirety. Very recently, a relational database
management system, PACSY (Lee et al. 2012), was
introduced to link the chemical shifts in BMRB (Markley
et al. 2008; Ulrich et al. 2008) to structural information in
the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The PACSY database can be
queried using the Structured Query Language (SQL) or the
PACSY Analyzer program. However, no tools are yet
available for visualizing the chemical shifts in the database
or for analyzing the query results.
In this work, we show 2D 13C–13C correlation maps of
all 20 amino acids constructed using PACSY, to facilitate
amino-acid type assignment of 2D and 3D solid-state NMR
spectra. We describe interesting spectral features and
conformation dependence of chemical shifts obtained from
these correlation maps. Based on the information in these
correlation maps, we introduce a Python/SQL program,
PLUQ (PACSYlite Unified Query), which uses input 13C
and 15N chemical shifts to predict residue types along with
their secondary structures. The predicted amino-acid type
and secondary structures are ranked according to their
likelihood in the database. We describe the implementation
of PLUQ and the accuracy of its assignment using four
well-studied proteins.

Methods
PACSYMakerQT (Lee et al. 2012) was used to build a
PACSY database on December 12, 2012. From this parent
database, a smaller database called PACSYlite was derived
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using SQL. PACSYlite contains 13C and 15N chemical
shifts of 4,406 unique proteins and 262,209 residues and is
devoid of atomic coordinates. All 13C chemical shifts are
referenced to DSS. PACSYlite also contains the STRIDE
(Heinig and Frishman 2004) assigned secondary structure
for each residue, using the first structural model in the
deposited protein structure ensemble in the PDB. We chose
only the first structure model in the ensemble to keep the
derived database size manageable, and because the first
structure is normally the lowest-energy structure. The
database structure of PACSYlite is identical to that of
PACSY, so that PLUQ can be used to query the full
database, if desired, by altering only two lines of the
Python code. The PACYlite database is stored in SQLite3,
and occupies *192 MB of disk space. It can be accessed
through all modern operating systems without the need to
rebuild the database. A list of the number of residues for
each amino acid and secondary structure type in PACSYlite is given in Table 1.
To create 2D 13C–13C correlation maps, we used a
MATLAB script to generate a chemical shift matrix for
each amino acid. The script reads comma-separated-values
files dumped from the PACSYlite database. A matrix with
0.1-ppm bins was populated with the chemical shift data by

Table 1 Number of residues in each secondary structure for the 20
amino acids used in the PACSYlite database
Res

Helix

Sheet

Coil

Total

Ala

8,462

3,064

7,123

Cys

1,224

1,297

2,187

4,708

Asp

4,441

1,893

9,005

15,339

Glu

8,862

3,590

7,824

20,276

Phe

3,358

3,387

2,879

9,624

Gly

2,209

2,314

14,470

18,993

His

1,844

1,253

2,915

6,012

Ile
Lys

4,914
6,992

5,323
3,607

3,712
8,119

13,949
18,718

18,649

Leu

9,832

5,765

7,150

22,747

Met

2,293

1,136

2,307

5,736

Asn

2,913

1,353

6,452

10,718

Pro

1,366

1,011

8,795

11,172

Gln

4,765

1,984

4,283

11,032

Arg

4,987

2,900

5,323

13,210

Ser

4,246

3,000

10,085

17,331

Thr

3,367

4,084

6,709

14,160

Val

5,287

7,668

5,367

18,322

Trp

1,077

1,112

1,023

3,212

Tyr

2,590

2,925

2,786

8,301

Total Number of
Residues = 262,209

Proteins = 4,406,

Total

Number

of
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creating correlations for all atoms within three bonds. To
find the correlations within three bonds, we represented the
carbons and nitrogens of each amino acid in a bond distance matrix whose elements are the numbers of bonds
between the two atoms of the specific column and row. If a
matrix element (or bond number) is smaller than three, then
a correlation peak is made between the corresponding
chemical shifts.
The number of times a certain combination of chemical
shifts in a 0.1 9 0.1 ppm bin is found in the database gives
the intensity of each bin. Since these discrete intensity
distributions are difficult to represent as contour plots, we
broadened the delta-function peaks by Gaussian convolution to give peaks with a 0.3-ppm full width at half maximum. For each chemical shift map, eight equally spaced
contour levels were plotted. The lowest contour level,
which varies for different amino acids, was chosen to
include at least two data points per 0.1-ppm bin, while the
highest contour level was set to be 50 % of the maximum
intensity of the most populated secondary structure category of the amino acid (Table 1). The chemical shift distribution of each secondary structure was separately
broadened, color-coded, then superimposed in the 2D plot.
The PLUQ program queries the PACSYlite database
using the SQLite3 Python module. The program searches
for residues that contain the chemical shifts of interest
within a default search range of ±0.25 ppm. If more than
two chemical shifts are inputted, independent sub-queries
are run for each pair of chemical shifts. The same residue
type and secondary structure for the different sub-queries
are grouped together, and the numbers of times they are
found in the database are multiplied. By default, only
atoms separated by no more than two bonds are considered
in the assignment, but this bond number can be changed
with an option to reflect experimental constraints. For
example, 2D correlation spectra measured using throughbond J-couplings should use a bond number of 1.
Since some amino acids such as Glu and Ser have similar
chemical shifts for multiple sites, and occasional misassignments exist in the database, it is possible to have more
than one way of assigning a pair of chemical shifts within a
residue. For example, when 58.8, 32.0, 33.4 and 18.0 ppm
are inputted into PLUQ, the top two results are helical Met
Ca–Cc–Cb–Ce and helical Met Ca–Cb–Cc–Ce. In other
words, the PLUQ program makes sub-lists for each of the
categories when the individual atom assignment is switched
within a group.
PLUQ queries are fast. A typical evaluation of 3 or 4
chemical shifts takes less than a second on a computer with
a 3.33 GHz core Intel processor and 12 GB of memory.
PLUQ and PACSYlite are available online at http://www.
public.iastate.edu/*hongweb/pluq.html. PLUQ can also
be imported into other Python programs as a module.
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Results
Secondary structure definition and construction of 2D
correlation maps
The purpose of this work is to facilitate assignment of both
amino acid type and the secondary structure. The secondary structure of the protein residues in the PACSY database
(Lee et al. 2012) is defined using STRIDE. In addition to
the canonical a-helix (H), b-sheet (E), and random coil
(C) conformations, STRIDE also includes the less common
structural motifs of p-helix (I), 310-helix (G), isolated
b-bridge (B or b), and turn (T) (Heinig and Frishman
2004). These structural elements are statistically rare in the
database, and when their chemical shifts are plotted separately, they do not cluster into defined regions of the spectra
but are dispersed throughout. The lack of clear trends may
reflect the complexity of some of these secondary structure
elements such as turn (Creighton 1993). Therefore, we
incorporated these minor structural categories into the
broader categories as follows: helix includes H, G, I; sheet
includes E, B, b and coil includes C and T. For all 2D 13C
correlation maps, a-helical chemical shifts are shown in red,
random-coil shifts in blue, and b-strand shifts in green.
Table 1 lists the statistics of the PACSYlite database. In
total, 4,406 proteins and 262,209 residues are included in
PACSYlite. These are selected from the full PACSY database of 7,395 proteins because they have 13C and 15N
chemical shifts, while the remaining proteins only have 1H
chemical shifts. In constructing the 2D correlation maps
from PACSYlite, we initially found chemical shift correlations that were well outside the characteristic chemical shift
regions. These were tracked to parsing errors in the original
PACSY database, which were subsequently corrected by the
authors of PACSY (Lee et al. 2012), With these modifications, few reported chemical shifts lie outside the characteristic chemical shift regions of the amino acids.
Since random coils contain a wide range of torsion
angles, including those of b-sheet and a-helix, the coil
chemical shifts have significant overlap with the chemical
shifts of the other two structural motifs. To prevent
masking the information in the correlation maps, we plotted the chemical shift maps so that the contour lines show
through while the fill color represents the regions of the
most populated secondary structure category. The lowest
contour level is plotted with a thicker linewidth to make the
range easily visible.
Representative 2D
acid residues

13

C–13C correlation maps of amino

Figure 1 shows expanded views of selected regions of the
2D 13C–13C correlation maps of Ala, Gly, Phe and Arg.
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Fig. 1 Selected regions of
several 2D 13C-13C chemical
shift correlation maps. a Ala
Ca-Cb. b Gly CO–Ca. c Phe
Ca-Cb. d Arg Ca-CO. The
chemical shifts are color-coded
in red for helix, green for sheet
and blue for coil in this paper.
The ranges of the linear contour
levels are indicated for each
panel. Although there are
regions where secondary
structures can be discerned
unambiguously, the coil
chemical shift range overlaps
significantly with the helix and
sheet chemical shift regions.
Dashed boxes in a indicate
second maxima in the helix and
coil chemical shift distributions
of Ala

A complete set of 2D correlation maps for all 20 amino
acids is shown in supplementary Figures S1-S20. In general, conformation dependence of the 13C chemical shifts is
manifested as a tilt of the whole intensity pattern from the
two axes of the spectra. For Ala, the Ca–Cb correlation
signals for helix and sheet can be distinguished unambiguously, but the coil chemical shift region overlaps with the
helix and sheet regions. A similar situation is observed for
the Gly CO–Ca correlation, except that the coil region
covers a larger area, as expected. Interestingly, the helical
and coil Ala chemical shifts show bimodal distributions.
For the helical Ala, the main Ca–Cb chemical shift peak is
centered at 55 and 18 ppm, while a second Ca–Cb peak is
found at 53 and 15 ppm. The reason for this second
correlation peak is unclear at present, since the average
(/, w) angles and their standard deviations, which are
(-64.9 ± 11.5°, -39.6 ± 12.2°) for the major conformer
and (-63.6 ± 13.3°, -40.6 ± 12.9°) for the minor conformer, do not differ significantly (Fig. S21). For coil Ala,
a similar situation is observed, with the minor Ca–Cb peak
showing smaller chemical shifts than the major peak. Phe
Ca–Cb chemical shifts exhibit a narrow distribution with
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well-resolved helix and sheet regions and a relatively small
coil chemical shift distribution. This profile differs from
those of Trp and Tyr (Fig. S19 and S20), suggesting that
Phe (/, w) torsion angles are more tightly clustered than
those of the other two aromatic amino acids. Figure 1d
shows the CO–Ca correlation of Arg, which is representative of non-Gly amino acids: the helical and sheet signals
are well separated and both overlap partially with the coil
chemical shifts.
Figures 2, 3, 4, 5 show 2D 13C–13C correlation maps of
selected residues. To save space and allow comparison of
chemical shifts of similar residues, we display two amino
acids per figure, split along the diagonal. Figure 2 shows
the 2D maps of the methyl-rich Ile and Val. Both residues
have a-helical Ca chemical shifts of [60 ppm and methyl
peaks around 20 ppm. However, specific differences exist.
For example, the Cb chemical shift distribution is narrower
in Val than in Ile. This may be related to the narrower
rotameric distribution of Val: 90 % of a-helical Val’s and
72 % of b-sheet Val adopt the trans v1 rotamer, while the
dominant mt rotamer (v1 = -60°, v2 = 180°) of Ile
occurs in 81 % of helical Ile and 58 % of b-sheet Ile

J Biomol NMR (2013) 56:155–167
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Fig. 2 2D 13C-13C correlation
maps of Ile and Val. Gray bars
denote the methyl Cc1/2
chemical shifts that can be
uniquely assigned to a-helical
conformation. The values are
greater than 30 ppm for Ile and
greater than 23.5 ppm for Val

(Hong et al. 2009; Lovell et al. 2000). The Ca–Cb cross
peak of helical Val is usually resolved from the Ca–Cb
peaks of sheet and coil Val, but the sheet/coil Val Ca–Cb
peaks can overlap with helical Glu, Gln, Lys, Met (Figs. 4,
5) and coil Met (Fig. S11). To detect Val signals selectively, C–H spectral editing is an attractive possibility
(Schmidt-Rohr et al. 2012). Figure 2 shows that sidechain
Cc1 and/or Cc2 chemical shifts also have moderate conformation dependence. When the Cc1 chemical shift is
larger than 30 ppm for Ile or the Cc1/2 shift is larger than
23.5 ppm for Val (shaded gray area), the secondary
structure can be definitively assigned to helix. Again, this
trend likely reflects backbone dependence of the sidechain
rotamer populations. a-helical Val is dominated (90 %) by
trans-rotamers (v1 = 180°) while b-sheet Val contains a
non-negligible percentage of the v1 = -60° rotamer
(20 %) (Lovell et al., 2000). The Cc1/2 chemical shifts of
Val depend on the v1 angle (Hong et al. 2009) and thus
indirectly depend on the backbone conformation. Comparison of all 20 correlation maps indicates that Ile Cd and
Cc2 correlation signals are well resolved from all other
amino acids and thus serve as unique identifiers of Ile.

Pattern recognition of these chemical shift correlation
maps gives information about the uniqueness of residue type
assignment. By showing all cross peaks within three bonds,
which can be readily measured using appropriate 13C spin
diffusion mixing times, these 2D maps facilitate resonance
assignment by making related correlation signals apparent.
For example, combining the Leu map (Fig. 3) and the Asp
map (Fig. S3), we can see that while a (54, 46) ppm cross
peak can be either b-sheet Leu or b-sheet Asp Ca–Cb, if the
same 46-ppm frequency is correlated with signals between
20 and 30 ppm, then the peak must be assigned to Leu.
Another example is Pro. Comparison of all correlation maps
show that a peak within 2.5 ppm of (64.0, 50.0) ppm can be
assigned to Pro Ca–Cd more than 99.7 % of the time, thus
can be used as a unique reporter of Pro. Figure 3 shows that
the Pro chemical shift distribution is dominated by coil,
whose chemical shift range fully encompasses that of helix
and sheet; thus little conformational information can be
obtained from Pro chemical shifts.
Figure 4 shows the 2D correlation maps of the cationic
Lys and Arg. Arg has a characteristic Ca–Cd correlation
pattern with a narrow Cd shift range centered at 43 ppm,
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Fig. 3 2D 13C-13C correlation
maps of Leu and Pro. Note that
the Pro chemical shifts are
dominated by the coil
conformation

and b-sheet Arg Ca–Cb has a distinct bimodal distribution.
For Lys, Ca correlates with the sidechain Cb, Cd and Cc
chemical shifts in an equi-distant pattern, and all these
sidechain peaks further correlate with a narrow Ce ridge
around 42 ppm.
Due to their structural similarities, the amino acid pairs
Glu/Gln and Asp/Asn are difficult to distinguish by
chemical shifts. Figure 5 shows that the 2D spectral patterns of Glu/Gln are almost identical and their chemical
shifts are highly overlapped. Nevertheless, the 2D maps
indicate that if a Glx Cb chemical shift is larger than
36.2 ppm, then the peak can be definitively assigned to
Glu. If this is not the case, one can distinguish Glu and Gln
using the CN-free spectral editing experiment (SchmidtRohr et al. 2012), where the sidechain 15N of Gln can be
used to suppress the Cd signal through the 13C–15N dipolar
interaction. As a result, the only peaks remaining in the
carbonyl region will belong to Asp and Glu, which can be
distinguished based on the Cb–Cc cross peak.
Many interesting conformational dependences of 13C
chemical shifts can be discerned from these 2D correlation
maps (Fig. S1-S20). These maps are useful for looking for
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expected cross peaks of a tentative assignment, for extracting
unambiguous residue-type assignments, and for optimizing
isotopic labeling patterns. If a peptide or protein is known to
have a single conformation, then one should consider only
the chemical shift distributions of that conformation.
Combining the correlation maps of all 20 amino acids, we
ask which chemical shifts can be uniquely assigned to a
single amino acid type, without using more than one correlation peak. Dividing the 5–75 ppm region of the 2D spectrum into bins of 1 9 1 ppm, and superimposing all 20
correlation maps, we find that Thr, Ser, Ala, Ile, Val, Leu and
Arg have some well resolved and isolated chemical shifts
(Fig. 6), while amino acids such as Met, Glu, Asn, and Lys
have small areas of chemical shifts with only minor overlap.
Figure 6 can thus be used for rapid type assignment in these
regions of the 2D 13C–13C correlation spectra.
PLUQ assignment of residue type and secondary
structure
The 2D correlation maps exhibit the rich information
content of the PACSYlite database. Similar statistical
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Fig. 4 2D 13C-13C correlation
maps of Lys and Arg. Lys
exhibits a characteristic pattern
of three nearly equidistant
Ca-sidechain correlation strips
that are orthogonal to the ridge
formed by the Ce correlation
peaks. Note the bimodal
distribution of b-sheet Arg
Ca-Cb chemical shifts

information about 15N chemical shift distribution is also
available, although we do not consider them here. Since
manual amino-acid type assignment requires a probabilistic
judgment of the likelihood of a certain set of correlated
chemical shifts belonging to a residue type, we need to
combine the statistics of all 20 correlation maps. To
achieve this, we created the PLUQ program, which gives
tentative assignment of the amino acid type and the associated secondary structure based on input 13C and 15N
chemical shifts. Figure 7 shows screenshots of three representative PLUQ queries, where two or three chemical
shifts are inputted. When two chemical shifts are inputted,
which is the minimum number, the output assignment is
ranked according to the number of times that the pair of
chemical shifts is found in the database. Figure 7a shows
the query result for (46.5, 53.5) ppm: the assignment with
the highest number of hits is b-sheet Leu Cb–Ca, followed
by coil Leu, whose number of hits is only *10 % of the
first ranked assignment. The next most probable amino
acid type is Asp, but the probability is only *5 % that of
Leu.

When three or more correlated chemical shifts are
inputted, PLUQ outputs the assignments of pairwise combinations of the chemical shifts. If the sub-queries give the
same residue type and secondary structure in the highest
rank, then the product of the numbers of times each pair of
chemical shift is found in the database is used to represent
the score of the first rank. The next most probable
assignments are scored in the same way. For example, for
input chemical shifts of 175.6, 51.2, and 22.0 ppm
(Fig. 7b), the sub-query of (175.6, 51.2) ppm was assigned
to b-sheet Ala (CO, Ca) 53 times, the (175.6, 22.0) ppm
sub-query was assigned to b-sheet Ala (CO, Cb) 41 times,
and the (51.2, 22.0) ppm peak was assigned to b-sheet Ala
(Ca, Cb) peak 59 times. The product of these three subqueries, 128,207, is the score for the b-sheet Ala assignment. The second ranked assignment is coil Ala, which has
a much lower score of 12,012. Thus, we can confidently
conclude that these three chemical shifts most likely result
from b-sheet Ala. Since most manual resonance assignment protocols do not directly involve secondary structure,
the PLUQ information content is much higher. In the Ala
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Fig. 5 2D 13C-13C correlation
maps of sidechain-carbonylcontaining Glu and Gln. Despite
the similarity of their chemical
shifts, the 36-40 ppm region is
uniquely Glu Cb (gray bars).
Chemical shifts above 180 ppm
generally result from Cd

case, if only amino acid type is needed, then the top two
choices can be grouped into one, as Ala.
The PLUQ scoring system is analogous but not identical
to the joint probability. When no result is found for a
specific sub-query, the score is implicitly assumed to be 1
instead of 0. This choice reduces the chance of misassignment due to erroneous grouping of multiple chemical
shifts by the user, which is easy to happen in spectra with
broad linewidths. The scores are not normalized but simply
reflect the number of times each pair of chemical shift is
found in the database. Since the database sizes differ for
different amino acids (Table 1), it is best to compare the
relative scores within a query rather than between different
queries.
The PLUQ program by default restricts pairwise correlations of chemical shifts to 2 bonds and uses a chemical
shift search range of ±0.25 ppm. Unless otherwise noted,
for all queries shown in this work, we used the default
‘‘strc’’ option of PLUQ to combine structural subcategories
into the three broad categories of helix, sheet and coil.
These options can be modified if desired.
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Clearly, the more chemical shifts that are inputted per
spin system, the higher the PLUQ scores. However, if
many chemical shifts are known for a spin system, then it is
also easy to assign the spin system manually. Therefore, in
this work we consider PLUQ queries of only two and three
chemical shifts, which represent the realistic situations of
type-assigning a single peak in a 2D spectrum, two correlated peaks in a 2D spectrum, or a single peak in a 3D
spectrum.
We tested the accuracy of PLUQ assignment on four
proteins with high-quality structures and manually assigned
chemical shifts deposited in the BMRB. These proteins
include the mixed-conformation GB1 (Franks et al. 2005),
the predominantly b-sheet VDAC (Hiller et al. 2008) and
Het-S proteins (Wasmer et al. 2008), and the predominantly a-helical type-III needle protein (Loquet et al.
2012). For each protein we queried the Ca–Cb chemical
shifts and CO–Ca–Cb chemical shifts, and compared the
PLUQ output with both the manual assignment result and
the STRIDE-determined secondary structure. For GB1,
VDAC and Het-S, the STRIDE definition of secondary
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Fig. 6 13C chemical shift
regions that can be uniquely
assigned to a single residue
type. PLUQ was run for
1 9 1 ppm bins within
5–75 ppm using the ‘‘all’’
options, which give amino acid
types irrespective of the
secondary structure. A bin was
filled if a single residue type
was found or if the most
probable residue type is more
than 10 times more likely than
the second most likely amino
acid. Only bins with more than
10 data points were considered,
to eliminate outliers in the
database

Fig. 7 Representative PLUQ queries. (a) Cb and Ca chemical shifts
of a b-sheet Leu with a chemical shift search range (the ‘‘-r 1.0’’
option) of ± 1.0 ppm. (b) CO, Ca and Cb chemical shifts of a betasheet Ala. (c) Ca, Cb and Cd chemical shifts of Arg, where all
secondary structures were grouped together using the ‘‘-c all’’ option

and only the top three most probable amino acid types were outputted
using the ‘‘–m 3’’ option. Note that Arg Ca - Cd assignment was not
outputted because the default bond number was 2. It can be changed
to 3 using the option ‘‘-b 3’’

structure matched the experimental results. However, for
the type-III needle protein, STRIDE did not indicate the
a-helical nature of the protein for unknown reasons, thus

we used the DSSP-based secondary structure definition
instead (Kabsch and Sander 1983). Table 2 shows the
PLUQ output for GB1 using Ca and Cb chemical shifts. In
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Table 2 PLUQ assignment
based on the Ca–Cb chemical
shifts of GB1 (Franks et al.
2005)

Bold green indicates correct
assignment of both amino acid
type and secondary structure in
the first ranked result. Italic blue
indicates the correct amino acid
and secondary structure
assignment as the second ranked
result. Orange indicates an
additional correct assignment
using switched Cb and Ca
frequencies for Thr. Purple
indicates the correct amino acid
type assignment but incorrect
secondary structure assignment
in the top three results, which is
rare

total, 48 % of the peaks are correctly assigned to both
amino acid type and secondary structure in the first ranked
result. This is a remarkable success rate, since no other
chemical shifts were used and a single 13C–13C 2D
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spectrum was sufficient to give this result. For the other
peaks, 25 % had the correct amino acid type and secondary
structure in the second ranked result. Table 2 shows that
incorrect prediction in the first rank usually occurs for
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Table 3 Percentages of residues with the correct PLUQ assignment of both residue type and secondary structure for several proteins, using Ca–
Cb chemical shifts and CO–Ca–Cb chemical shifts in the BMRB
Protein

Protein: BMRB ID, PDB ID

Ca–Cb

CO/N–Ca–Cb

GB1

BMRB-15156, PDB-2GI9

48 %, 75 %

60 %, 82 %

VDAC

BMRB-16381, PDB-2K4T

41 %, 73 %

57 %, 77 %

Het-S

BMRB-11064, PDB-2LBU

43 %, 79 %

61 %, 84 %

Type III needle

BMRB-18276, PDB-2LPZ

60 %, 82 %

58 %, 85 %

15

The VDAC BMRB entry does not contain CO chemical shifts; thus the amide N chemical shifts were used instead. In each column, the first
number is the percentage of the correct assignment in the first ranked results, and the second number is the percentage of the correct assignment
among the top three results

structurally similar amino acid pairs such as Tyr/Phe, Glu/
Gln, and Asp/Asn. In a few places when the PLUQ-predicted secondary structure differed from the STRIDEdefined secondary structure, there is reasonable doubt about
the STRIDE definition. For example for residue 7, PLUQ
predicted a coil Leu as the first choice, while STRIDE
assigned Leu7 as b-sheet. Since residues 8–13 exhibit coil/
turn structure in the protein, the inconsistent assignment
may be related to the question of which structural parameters best reflect the conformation. If we consider only the
correct residue-type assignment, then the percentage of the
correct prediction in the first rank increases to 56 %. The
queried database does contain the four proteins tested here.
However, these proteins represent only a very small fraction
of all residues in the database, thus the effect of this
inclusion on the test result is very small.
Table 3 summarizes PLUQ statistics for all four proteins. When only Ca and Cb chemical shifts were queried,
41–60 % of the first ranked results gave the correct amino
acid type as well as secondary structure. When the top
three results were combined, PLUQ was correct 73–82 %
of the time. When three chemical shifts CO–Ca–Cb were
used in the query, then the first choice was correct 57–61 %
of the time, and within the top three results 77–85 %
contained the correct assignment. The more a-helical typeIII needle protein and GB1 have significantly better
assignment statistics than the more b-sheet VDAC and HetS proteins. This can be attributed to the fact that a-helical
residues have narrower chemical shift distributions than
sheet and coil residues. Thus, the well-known difficulty of
resolving the chemical shifts of a-helical proteins is an
advantage for database-driven amino acid type assignment.

Discussion
The rapid and unbiased assignment of amino acid types by
PLUQ dovetails semi-automated sequential assignment
strategies such as the recently introduced Monte Carlo
simulated annealing assignment method (Hu et al. 2011a, b;
Tycko and Hu 2010). This algorithm requires input peak

lists with tentative amino-acid type assignments. If the
tentative type assignments are incomplete, then sequential
assignment will fail for the spin system of interest. At the
same time, the input peak list should not include highly
unlikely type assignments. If a large number of type
assignments are included for each spin system, while the
program can find a high-scoring sequential assignment, the
number of independent sets of assignments that agree with
the input will increase artificially, and many assignments
will have similar scores, making it difficult to distinguish
among the possibilities (Hu et al. 2011a, b).
To decide how many PLUQ-prediction results to retain
as input for subsequent sequential assignment, the user
should evaluate the PLUQ scores carefully. In general, if
the first ranked result has a much higher score than the
second and other lower ranked results, then it is reasonable
to retain only the first ranked result. For example, for GB1,
the predictions of Asn8 and Ala26 based on Ca–Cb
chemical shifts gave first-ranked scores that are an order of
magnitude larger than the second ranked scores (Table 2),
indicating high confidence of the first prediction. For the
(54.9, 32.6, 43.2) ppm spin system shown in Fig. 7c, the
first ranked result, Arg, is scored 60 times more likely than
the second ranked result of Leu, thus it is reasonable to
keep only the Arg result. On the other hand, if the scores of
the top few predictions are similar, as seen, for example,
for Leu5, Glu15, Thr18, and Asn35 in GB1 (Table 2), then
it is important to include all these predictions until the
point where a significant drop in the score is reached. The
exact ratio between the lowest score of the retained predictions and the highest score of the discarded predictions
is best kept empirical at this point, and may be adjusted
based on how sequential assignment turns out. If the
sequential assignment gives questionable outcomes or lowquality structures, then the type assignments may have
been too exclusive, i.e. the score ratio between the retained
and discarded predictions may have been set too low, and
the user should include more type-assignment outputs from
PLUQ.
Although our analysis and discussion here focus on 2D
13
C–13C correlation spectra, PLUQ queries and the
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correlation maps can also be used to help assign 3D NCC
spectra, where the 15N chemical shift dimension serves to
reduce the resonance overlap in the 2D 13C–13C planes.
15
N chemical shifts can also be directly inputted into
PLUQ to assign a spin system.
The secondary structure information obtained from
PLUQ is complementary to existing chemical-shift based
structure prediction programs. One of the secondary
structure prediction programs commonly used by solidstate NMR spectroscopists is the TALOS? program,
which requires chemical shifts of three consecutive residues to predict the structure of the central residue (Cornilescu et al. 1999; Shen et al. 2009). However, often the
neighboring residues’ chemical shifts are unknown, due to
site-specific labeling of a chemically synthesized peptide,
amino-acid-type labeling of an expressed protein, or
missing chemical shifts in the multidimensional NMR
spectra. PLUQ allows secondary structure to be predicted
for scattered uniformly labeled residues, thus giving preliminary conformation information that can guide further
experiments. Moreover, TALOS and other programs such
as chemical shift index (Wishart and Sykes 1994) give
secondary structure information only after resonance
assignment, while PLUQ predicts amino acid assignment
as well as secondary structure. Very recently, a program
called RESPLS (Ikeda et al. 2013) was introduced to obtain
secondary structure of proteins by using nine-residue
peptide fragments with known Ca, Cb and CO chemical
shifts to fit broad-line experimental 2D spectra. PLUQ
differs from this method by making explicit residue-type
assignments without homology modeling.

Conclusions
We have introduced and demonstrated a robust program to
assign the amino acid type and secondary structure of
proteins based on correlated 13C (and 15N) chemical shifts
measured in multidimensional MAS solid-state NMR
spectra. PLUQ takes advantage of the large number of
experimentally determined 13C and 15N chemical shifts in
the PACSY database and the correlations between these
chemical shifts. 2D 13C–13C correlation maps generated
from this database show interesting conformation dependence of the 13C chemical shifts. They are more comprehensive and direct to use than chemical shift tables for
amino-acid type assignment, since they allow visual
inspection and pattern recognition. The PLUQ program
queries the database to predict the amino acid types and
secondary structures. For an input of only Ca and Cb
chemical shifts, PLUQ gives the correct assignment in
40–60 % of the first ranked results and in 73–82 % of the
top three results. Inputting more chemical shifts increases
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the assignment accuracy. Spectral regions with nearly
unique assignments are identified. This combined aminoacid type and secondary-structure assignment approach is
expected to be particularly useful for disordered proteins,
and can be used in combination with sequential assignment
programs to facilitate protein structure determination by
solid-state NMR.
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